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I - Installation
1. Visual Composer version

(If you use WordPress version, you can skip this)
Visual composer is page builder for wordpress. To use this Visual Composer version, please
install Visual composer first:
https://codecanyon.net/item/visual-composer-page-builder-for-wordpress/242431?s_rank=1

2. Install & active Marvelous hover effects plugin
Use wordpress plugin installer (recommended)
Login to your Wordpress admin dashboard >> Plugin >> Add new then:
+

Hit Upload plugin

+

Hit Browse

Then choose file vc-marvelous-hover.zip (for Visual Composer version) or
wp-marvelous-hover.zip (for WordPress version) which you can find inside the package you
downloaded from Codecanyon
+

Hit Install now

+

Activate plugin

All done. Let’s get started!

II - Visual Composer addon
+
+

Create a page with Visual Composer plugin
Edit with Backend Editor (or Frontend editor)

+

Add Element

+

Search for “Marvelous”

There are 5 elements in Marvelous visual composer package: “ Marvelous Hover” to add hover
effects to Standalone Image, “Marvelous Grid” to Grid layout, “Marvelous Image Swap” to
change image when hovering, “Marvelous Tilt” to add tilt effects to Standalone Image, and
“Marvelous Image Tilt” to add custom tilt movement to image.

1. Marvelous Hover
+
+

Choose “Marvelous Hover” element.
Customize with Marvelous Hover general setting tab:

(You can go to marveloushover.themelego.com to see demo of every effects)
Note: By default, the image will be automatically cut to fit the ratio (except for Original option).
You can disable this function in Marvelous Hover general setting panel.

Or switch to “Customize” tab to deeper customize option

You can also customize box settings with “Design Options” tab just like other Visual Composer
addons:

2. Marvelous Grid
+
+

Choose “Marvelous Grid” element.
Customize with Marvelous Grid general setting tab:

+

Choose appropriate options for Data via “Data Settings” tab:

+

“Marvelous Grid” has similar options for deeper customizing and designing:
“Customize” tab:

“Design Options” tab:

+

Save changes! All done!

● Setting Effect for single Post or Page in Grid:
You can select single effect for individual with metabox “Marvelous Grid Custom Setting”
below the post editor in each post/page:

Note: Please make sure that you’ve checked options to enable Metabox for Post or Page in
Marvelous Hover general setting panel.
If you don’t fill in the “Heading thin/bold text” and “Description” boxes, Marvelous will auto take
post default title as image’s description.

3. Marvelous Image Swap

There’re 5 effects to change image.
Also, recommend that 2 images have the same ratio/size.

4. Marvelous Tilt
+
+

Choose “Marvelous Tilt” element.
Customize with Marvelous Tilt setting tab:

5. Marvelous Image Tilt:
A normal image is replaced with layers of semi-transparent divisions of the same image. Every
layer moves according to the configuration, creating a subtle motion effect.
+
+

Choose “Marvelous ImageTilt” element.
Customize with Marvelous Image Tilt setting tab:

There’re 10 available styles to choose.
But if you want to customize yourself, choose “Custom Movement”. It will show “Movement” and
“Advanced” tab for you to customize.

● Movement: The movemement configuration for each background-image division
movement : { ... }
● Perspective: The perspective value for the 3D transforms
● translateX: The relative movement on the x-axis. A positive value will move the
background-image divisions in the same direction like the mouse up to the

●
●
●
●
●

amount defined (in pixel). A negative value reverses the direction, i.e. moves the
division into the opposite direction of the mouse.
translateY: The relative movement on the y-axis.
translateZ: The relative movement on the z-axis. This specific translation is done
when the mouse moves vertically. A perspective value needs to be set.
rotateX: The relative rotation on the y-axis. A perspective value needs to be set.
rotateY: The relative rotation on the y-axis. A perspective value needs to be set.
rotateZ: The relative rotation on the Z-axis. A perspective value needs to be set.

6. General Settings
You can adjust some general setting to the whole website by using M
 arvelous Hover panel,
located inside Visual Composer section on the left panel in WP administration.

If you don’t use Visual Composer, Marvelous Hover panel will appear directly on the left panel.

III - WordPress shortcodes

After installing and activating Marvelous plugin, the Marvelous button will appear on WordPress
text editor.

There are 5 shortcodes in Marvelous wordpress package: “ Marvelous Hover” to add hover
effects to Standalone Image, “Marvelous Grid” to Grid layout, “Marvelous Image Swap” to
change image when hovering, “Marvelous Tilt” to add tilt effects to Standalone Image, and
“Marvelous Image Tilt” to add custom tilt movement to image.
All functions are the same with Visual Composer.
Follow the instructions in II-Visual Composer addon to learn more.

IV - Get update & Support

Thank you for purchasing our passionate work.
We’re ceaselessly working hard to bring more features and better UX into each new version of
Marvelous. So make sure that you have followed all the steps below to get update email from
Envato:
-

On Codecanyon go to your profile > Settings > Email settings > Check the box “ Item
update notifications”.
Go to your Downloads page, check the box “Get notified by email if this item is updated”
of Marvelous item.

That’s all. Everytime we update a version, Envato will automatically send an email notification to
you.
● Support:
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to use our s upport forum.
Or send us a private email to support@themelego.com
We are happy to help!
*****
Additionally, if you like Marvelous, please rate it on the same Downloads page. We really wish
to hear your feedback about our product.
It means a lot to us and gives us enormous motivation to do other great work for you.
Thank you and enjoy now!

